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We present in this paper a linear time optimal algorithm for minimizing the density of a channel (with exits) by
permuting the terminals on the two sides of the channel. This compares favorably with the previously known
near-optimal algorithm presented in [6] that runs in superlinear time. Our algorithm has important applications
in hierarchical layout design of intergrated circuits. We also show that the problem of minimizing wire length by
permuting terminals is NP-hard in the strong sense.
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1 INTRODUCTION
hannel routing is an important problem in VLSI
layout design and has been extensively studied
before [2, 9, 12, 22, 26]. Conventional channel rou-
ters assume the positions of the terminals on each
side of the channel are fixed. However, it is typical
in practice that after the placement phase, the po-
sitions of the terminals are not completely fixed, and
there is some degree of freedom to choose positions
for the terminals. This freedom should be used to
our advantage to make the subsequent routing task
easier and hence obtain reduction in routing area.
This type of problems has been studied by many
researchers before [3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 20, 23, 24, 25]. We study in this paper the problem
of permuting the terminals on the two sides of a
channel to minimize channel density. An important
application of routing channels with permutable (in-
terchangeable) terminals is for solving the pin as-
signment and global routing problem in building-
block layout design, as it was shown that the com-
bined pin assignment and global routing problem can
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be reduced to routing a set of channels with per-
mutable terminals [7, 21].
Several special cases of the problem of minimizing
channel density by permuting terminals have been
studied before. In [19], an optimal algorithm was
presented for the case where the channel has no exit.
Another optimal algorithm was given in [7] for basic
channels, i.e., channels containing only two-terminal
nets with one terminal on each side of the channel.
No optimal polynomial time algorithm for the gen-
eral case was known before. Recently, a near-opti-
mal polynomial time algorithm was presented in [6],
which can guarantee to produce results that are
within one of the optimal channel density. We show
in this paper that the general problem can be solved
optimally in polynomial time by presenting a linear
time optimal algorithm for this problem. We also
show that the closely related problem of permuting
the terminals so that the channel can be routed in
minimum wire length is NP-hard in the strong sense.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 introduces notations and terminol-
ogies. Some preliminary results are presented in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 describes the alternate packing
algorithm which is used to simplify the presentation
of our algorithm. Section 5 presents our algorithm
in details. Section 6 proves the optimality of our
algorithm. Section 7 gives the NP-hardness result of
the wire length minimization problem. Finally, Sec-
tion 8 concludes the paper with some remarks.
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2 NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGIES
We assume there is a grid superimposed on the lay-
out. All terminals must be placed on grid points and
all wires must follow the grid lines. Routing is done
in the two-layer Manhattan model, in which there are
two layers for routing. All horizontal wires are
routed in one layer, all vertical wires are routed in
the other layer and no wire overlappings are allowed.
Wires on different layers are connected by contact
holes or vias. We shall consider a horizontal channel,
in which the terminals are placed on its two sides,
called the top and bottom of the channel. A column
of a channel is a vertical grid line having its endpoints
on the two sides of the channel. The columns of a
channel are numbered consecutively from left to
right. The length of a channel is the number of col-
umns in the channel. A net is said to intersect a col-
umn if it has one terminal on or to the left of the
column, one terminal on or to the right of the col-
umn, and at least one terminal outside of the column.
Two nets are said to cross each other if they intersect
a common column, and they are said to cross each
other at that column. The local density of a channel
at a column is the total number of nets that intersect
the column. The density of a channel is the maximum
number of nets intersecting a column, i.e., the max-
imum local density of the channel at a column over
all columns of the channel. The width of a channel
is the minimum number of tracks (horizontal grid
lines) needed to complete the routing in the two-
layer Manhattan model. It is clear that the density
of a channel is a lower bound of the width of a chan-
nel.
A channel routing solution or a routed channel is
a channel with its connections routed in the two-layer
Manhattan model. The width of a routed channel is
the number of tracks used in the routed channel.
There are many channel routing solutions for the
same channel, the width of the channel is equal to
the minimum width of its channel routing solutions.
With respect to a channel, a net is said to have a
left exit (respectively, right exit) if it has a terminal
to tile left (respectively, right) of the channel (outside
the channel). A channel is said to have an exit if it
has a net with either a left or a right exit. Each net
N is specified by an ordered pair (tk, bk), where t
is the number of terminals on the top of the channel
(called top terminals), and bk is the number of ter-
minals on the bottom of the channel (called bottom
terminals). We say Nk is of the form (tk, bk) and use
the notation Nk (tk, bk). A net Nk is called apositive
net if t >- bk, a negative net if tk <-- bg. If either t
0 or bk 0, then Nk is called a one-sided net, oth-
erwise it is a two-sided net. If t 0, then N is a
bottom-sided net. If b 0, then N is a top-sided
net.
The density minimization problem is the problem
of permuting the terminals on the two sides of a
channel to minimize its density. An instance of the
density minimization problem is a 3-tuple II (N,
L, R), where N is the set of nets to be routed, L, R
C_ N are, respectively, the set of nets in N with left,
right exits. We use n NI to denote the number
of nets in N. For any subset N’ C_ N, we define
bN’ Z bk
NkN’
tv’ min t;
NkN’
bv’ min b;
NkN’
mu, max{tk, b}.
NkN’
We may assume that tN bN l, where is the
length of the channel. This assumption is possible
because we can always realize it by introducing trivial
nets, i.e., nets of the form (0, 1) or (1, 0) without
exits. Trivial nets represent nets requiring no con-
nections. Without loss of generality, we may also
assume no net in N has the form (0, 0). It is easy to
see that no matter how the terminals are permuted,
the density of the channel is at least max{tL[, [R I}
because all the nets in L cross the leftmost column
of the channel, and all the nets in R cross the right-
most column of the channel.
Given an instance II (N, L, R) of the density
minimization problem, we use B L t3 R to denote
the set of nets with both left and right exits, and M
N L tO R to denote the set of nets without
exits. The set of trivial nets Mr is a subset of M, and
we let Me M Mr. Also, we letL* L B
and R* R B. L is said to be top critical if
t’, > l- bMeuR* bLuMT bL, +
For convenience of presentation, we define
x minx maxx =0.
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bottom critical if
b[, > tMWR* tLUMr t, + tBUMr,
and critical if it is either top critical or bottom critical.
That R is top critical, bottom critical and critical are
similarly defined. Let
1 if L is critical 6L 0 otherwise,
and similarly define 6R. We also make use of a vari-
able 6, such that 1 if ILl IRI, 0,
and either
t, > bnuMT, contradicting the fact that 6L 6R
0. To avoid a net in R* t_J Mp crossing all the nets
in L at some column, we need t[, b, bottom
terminals from the nets in B Mr to be assigned to
columns with a terminal of a net in L* on them.
Similarly, to avoid a net in L* tAMp crossing all the
nets in R at some column, we need t’n, bR, bottom
terminals. Although there are enough bottom ter-
minals from the nets in B tO Mr to accomplish either
one of the goals, there are not enough such bottom
terminals to accomplish both goals at the same time.
Hence the claim follows.
bMus < (t’, bL,) + (t’g*- bg*) 3 PRELIMINARIES
or
tMU, < (b[, tL,) + (b’g, tg,),
and 6 0 otherwise.
Example 1: Consider the channel shown in Figure
1, we have n 7, 16, Nl (3, 1), N2 (4, 1),
N3 (1, 10), N4 (1, 2), N5 (2, 1), N6 (1,
0), U7 (4, 1), L {Ul, U., U4}, L* {U,, N2},
R {U4, U7}, R* {U7} B {N4}, M {N3, U,
N},M {N6}, Me {N3, N.}. Since
2, we have 6 0. Since bLMr 1 + 1 + 2 +
0 4>t[.... 3andtL,M., 3 + 4.+ 1 + 1 9
> b[ 1, L is not critical and hence 6L 0. Since
b,M.,. 2 + 1 3 < t’.... 4, R is top critical and
hence 6R 1.
The significance of L being top critical is that no
matter how the terminals are permuted, the density
of the resulting channel is at least ILl + 1. To see
this, consider the net Nk L* with the property that
the rightmost column that contains a terminal of Nk
is the leftmost among all such rightmost columns of
the nets in L*. Since t[, > bLOMr, among the t
t[, columns with a top terminal ofN on it, at least
one of them has a bottom terminal of a net in R*
Mp on it. Hence this net crosses every net in L at
this column, making the local density at this column
at least ILl + 1. We can also claim that if 1,
then the minimum channel density that can be
achieved by permuting terminals is at least IL + 1
or RI + 1. Suppose
bM, < (t[, bL.) + (t’R, bR.),
then t, b, > 0 and t’R, bR, > O, for otherwise
we have either t[, > bMruB -t- b, bLOMr or
We present in this section some preliminary results.
Theorem 3.1 provides a lower bound for the mini-
mum channel density achievable by permuting ter-
minals. Lemma 3.2 states a result used in establishing
the optimality of our algorithm.
Theorem 3.1 Given an instance II (N, L, R) of
the density minimization problem, the minimum
channel density achievable by permuting terminals is
at least
Dn max{IBI + d, max{ILl + &, IRI + 8R} + 6},
where
if tk, bk <-- 1 for all Nk M
if > m,,*,R*
otherwise.
In other words, the channel cannot be routed in fewer
than Dn tracks.
Proof: Let dn be the minimum channel density
achievable by permuting terminals. It is obvious that
dn >- IBI because every net in B intersects every
column of the channel. Ifd 1, then there exists
a net in L* M U R* with at least two terminals
on the same side of the channel. Hence this net
crosses all the nets in B at some column c, therefore
dn -> IB] + 1. Ifd 2, then < mL,t3Mpt3R,. In this
case, there exist two distinct nets in L* t3 Me tO R*
having their terminals assigned to the same column.
Hence these two nets together with all nets in B cross
this column and the density of the channel is there-
fore at least nl / 2. Thus an -> nl / d. To show
that dn >- max{ILl + 6L, IRI + 6hi + 6, observe that
dn -> max{ILl, [RI}. Hence it suffices to consider the174 YANG CAI, D.E WONG, and JASON CONG
case where max{6, 6, 6R} 1. We consider the
following cases:
Case 1" 6 0.
Without loss of generality assume ILl / 6,
IRI + 6R. If 6,. 0, then
dn -> max{ILl, IRI}
Lemma 3.2 LetX (x, x2, x) and Y (y,
y2 Yo) be sequences of non-negative integers,
such that u >- v > O, Xl <- x2 <- <- xu, y >- y2 >-
>- Yo and
max{ILl + 6L, IR[ + 6n} + 6. then for 1 <- k <- v,
Suppose 6 1 and L is top critical, then
dn-> ILl + 1
max{ILl + 6,, [RI + 6n} + 6.
The case where L is bottom critical can be
proved in a similar way.
Case 2: 1.
In this case, ILl IRI and 6 6n 0. Hence
either dn -> ILl / 1 or d -> IRI / 1. In either
case we conclude that
dn -> max{ILl, [R I} + 6
max{ILl + 6z,, IRI + } + .
Therefore, the theorem follows.
Theorem 3.1 provides a lower bound on the min-
imum density of a channel achievable by permuting
terminals. For the example shown in Figure 1, we
have
mt,UMun, (3 + 4) + (10 + 2) + 4 23 > l,
hence d?a 2. Since [BI 1, ILl 3, IRI 2, 8n
1 and 6/ 6 0, we have Dn 3. Figure 1
shows a terminal permutation that actually achieves
channel density 3. Later on, we will show that this
bound is always achievable by presenting an algo-
rithm that constructs a channel that achieves it. The
following lemma is used in showing the optimality
of the algorithm.
1 1 14322225567777
.,"II] "’III"_
I IIII IIIII
1 24 4 3 3 33 3 53 33 3 3 7
FIGURE Illustration of definitions.
k k
Z xi ZYJ
i=1 j=l
Proof: Since X is nondecreasing, we have
>- (u
u-k
Olk k
from which we get
k
ak <_--S.
U
Similarly, we can show that
k
It now follows from the assumption that u -> v that
for 1
4 ALTERNATE PACKING
It is convenient to present our algorithm using a tech-
nique called alternate packing [6, 19], which com-
putes a terminal permutation by "packing nets" one
at a time. After a net is "packed," the positions of
all its terminals on one side of the channel are de-
termined. The algorithm proceeds in such a way that
after the packing of a net, there is at most one par-
tially assigned net (PAN for short), i.e., a net for
which the positions of some but not all of its terminals
are determined, and all the unassigned terminals of
the PAN are on the same side of the channel. If these
terminals are on the top of the channel, then the nextCHANNEL DENSITY MINIMIZATION 175
net to be packed is a negative net, if there is any,
otherwise the next net to be packed is a positive net.
This technique is described formally in the following
algorithm.
Algorithm: Alternate_Packing
the PAN when the column is under consideration,
the other is the net under packing at that time. By
carefully ordering the nets in L* and R*, the algo-
rithm can also be used to compute a terminal per-
(* l (N, N2, N,) is an ordered sequence of the nets to be routed *)
Begin
pan := 0; (* the index of the PAN *)
:= 0; (* is the number of unassigned terminals of the PAN *)
current := 1; (* the index of the next net to be packed *)
column:= 1;t:= tl;b:= bl;
while do
begin
Remove the current net from
ifo-_> 0
(* the PAN has r unassigned top terminals and *)
(* the current net is negative *)
then for k:= 1 to min{t + or, b} do
if k -< min{r, b t}
then Assign_Column (column + k 1, pan, current)
else Assign_Column (column + k 1, current, current)
(* r < 0, the PAN has -or unassigned bottom terminals, and *)
(* the current net is positive *)
else for k := 1 to min{t, b r} do
if k -< min{t b, r}
then Assign_Column (column + k 1, current, pan)
else Assign_Column (column + k 1, current, current);
itr+(t-b)>0
(* the new PAN has only unassigned top terminals *)
then N := the next negative net in
else N’= the next positive net in
if It bl-> I1
then pan := current;
column := column + k; r:= cr + (t b); current := ]; t:= t.; b := b
end
End.
A call to procedure Assign_Column (c, i, j) assigns
a top terminal of net Ni to column c, a bottom ter-
minal of net N to column c. Since we can use two
linked lists to separately store the positive nets and
the negative nets, the algorithm can be implemented
to run in O(l) time, where is the length of the
channel. Figure 2 shows a channel obtained by ap-
plying Algorithm Alternate_Packing on the example
shown in Figure 1 with 12 (N1, N2, N3, N4, Ns, N6,
NT). The nets are actually packed in the following
order: (N, N3, N2, Ns, N6, NT, N4). The density of
the channel is equal to 4, instead of the optimal value
3.
Note that if the channel has no exits, then the
density of the channel obtained by Algorithm
Alternate_Packing is at most two. This is because at
most two nets intersect each column, one of them is
mutation for a given channel with exits so that the
resulting channel has density within one of the op-
timal value [6].
Observe that for any net of the form (k, k), Al-
gorithm Alternate_Packing assigns all of its terminals
1 13222255677774
II"III I III
1 33 3 3 33 23 5 3 3 37 4 4
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to k consecutive columns. In particular, any net of
the form (1, 1) have both its terminals assigned to
the same column.
5 AN OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
We present in this section our linear time optimal
algorithm for the density minimization problem. Our
algorithm computes a terminal permutation that
achieves minimum channel density, which is always
equal to the lower bound given in Theorem 3.1.
As we have seen in the last section, Algorithm
Alternate_Packing is not optimal in general. In order
to achieve optimality, the terminals of the nets have
to be carefully distributed, so that, for example, no
net in Me tO R* is to cross all nets in L at some
column, if this is necessary and possible (i.e., when
Dn ILl and hence max{& 6} 0). A convenient
way of doing this is to partition the nets into a number
of "smaller" nets, each containing a subset of the set
of terminals of the original net. This is done in the
following procedure. (We use X.Y to denote the con-
catenation of two sequences X and Y. This notation
extends to the case that X or Y is a set because we
can consider a set as a sequence by arbitrarily or-
dering its elements.)
Procedure: Distribute_Nets (II);
(* 1-I (N, L, R) is an instance of the density minimization problem *)
Begin
(* decompose the nets in L* and R* *)
L’ "= e; R’ "= ; (* is the empty sequence *)
forN L* do
ift * b 0
then L’ L’. (N)
else begin
N;, := (t, 0); N:= (0, b); L’ := L’.(N’, N)
end;
forN R* do
ift * b 0
then R’ R’. (N)
else begin
N;, := (tk, 0); N:= (0, bk); R’:= R’.(N, N)
end;
S:= MT;
(* decompose nets in B into trivial nets *)
for Ni B do
forj := 1 to t + bdo
begin
if -< t;
then Ni: (1, 0)
else Ni (0, 1);
S := S.(Ni)
end;
(* distribute the nets in S *)
S:= 4’; S:= 4;
if Dn ILl
then if t[, >- bL,
then SL "= the first (t[, bL,) negative nets of S
else St "= the first max{O, b[, tL*} positive nets of S;
if Dn [R
then if t, >- b,
then S "= the last (t, b,) negative nets of S
else S "= the last max{0, b, t,} positive nets of S;
SM :’-" S SL I,.J SR
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A net of the form (t, b) is said to have disparity
It b]. A tag of L* is a net Nk L* such that tg
t[, if tL, >-- bL,, and bk b[, otherwise. The tag of
R* is similarly defined.
Procedure Distribute_Nets decomposes each net
in L* t_J R* into two one-sided nets, if it is not itself
one sided. It also partitions each net in B into nets
of the form (1, 0) and (0, 1). These nets together
with the trivial nets in MT form the set S. Note that
the set of new nets obtained from decomposing the
same net are grouped together and the ordering of
the new nets are consistent with the original ordering
of the old nets (i.e., if an old net Ni appeared before
N, then all the new nets obtained from decomposing
Ni appear before all the nets obtained from decom-
posing N). The set of new nets S is partitioned into
three subsets SL, Sn and SM. The set SL is introduced
to avoid having some net in Mp tO R* crossing every
net in L at some column. This is necessary if Dn
ILl, because otherwise the density of the channel is
at least ILl + 1 > Dn. It is also possible in this case
because Dn ILl implies max{& L} 0, hence
there are enough terminals in L t.J MT to pad the
columns with terminals of a tag of L* on it. The set
S is similarly introduced to avoid having a net in L*
tAMp crossing every net in R. The set SM is intro-
duced to keep positive nets in Mp from crossing neg-
ative nets in Mp. This is necessary ifD ]B[ + 1,
for otherwise the density of the channel would be at
least [B[ + 2. It is possible if di -< 1.
With the nets decomposed as described in Pro-
cedure Distribute_Nets, we can distribute the ter-
minals to where we want them to be in applying
Algorithm Alternate_Packing by carefully ordering
the nets. This is enough to achieve .optimality.
Algorithm: Optimal_Packing (II);
12444446366555
1 1 1222223 36755
(a)
44 244466
"’II"II,I
,|
63555
1 1 12 2 2 26 2 7 3 553
(b)
FIGURE 3 Optimal Packing. (a) An optimal solution; (b) A
near-optimal solution.
(0, );/ {N,, U_}, g {U4, N., N6}, 6; S
Mr {NT}, Me {N3}. Since D,, 3 > ILl 2
and t: 3 bR..., b.... 0 < tR, 11, we have SL
SR b, and L is sorted into (N, N2), R is sorted
into (N4, N,, N.0. After decomposing the nets, we
obtain
12 (N, N’, N, N, N3, NT, N4, N, N, N, N’,).
The channel constructed by our algorithm is shown
in Figure 3(a) which achieves optimal density 3. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows the channel constructed by the al-
(* H (N, L, R) is an instance of the density minimization problem *)
Begin
Sort L* into increasing order of net disparities;
Sort R* into decreasing order of net disparities;
if Dn ILl and (t, > b, or b, > t,)
then Select a tag of L* as its first net;
if Dn [RI and t, > bn* or b, > tn,)
then Select a tag of R* as its last net;
M{, := {Nk Me: tk >- b};M := Me M{,; Distribute_Nets (II);
if t, > bR*
then S.L’.M.Su.M{,.R’.SR
else SL.L’.M{,.Su.M.R’.SR;
Alternate_Packing (1)
End.
Example 2: Consider the channels shown in Figure
3. We have n 7, N1 (1, 3), N2 (1, 5), N3
(1, 2), N4 (5, 0), N5 (3, 2), N6 (3, 1), N7
gorithm in [6] which has density equal.to 4, one more
than the optimal value. The difference is that because
the nets in L* and R* are decomposed in our algo-178 YANG CAI, D.F. WONG, and JASON CONG
rithm, net N3 does not cross every net in R in the
channel constructed by our algorithm, whereas it
does in the channel constructed by the algorithm in
[61.
6 THE OPTIMALITY OF OUR
ALGORITHM
We show in this section that Algorithm Optimal_
Packing constructs a channel with minimum density
given an instance of the density minimization prob-
lem. We first state the correctness of the algorithm,
which follows from the correctness of Algorithm
Alternate_Packing.
Theorem 6.1 Algorithm Optimal_Packing com-
putes a valid terminalpermutation ofa given instance
of the density minimization problem, i.e., each ter-
minal is assigned a unique position and no two ter-
minals are assigned to the same position.
To establish the optimality of the algorithm, we
need the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.2 In the channel produced by Algorithm
Optimal_Packing, no net in L* t3 R* crosses two nets
in Mp at same column.
Proof: Assume, to the contrary, that Ni, N Mp
and Ng L* all intersect certain column c of the
channel, and that Ni is packed before N/. Then one
of Ni, N/must be positive and the other negative.
Without loss of generality, assume Ni is positive and
N/is negative. This scenario is illustrated in Figure
4. Since the nets in L* are placed before the nets in
Mp, the fact that N is packed before N (for other-
wiseN would not cross N/) implies that Nk is positive.
This, however, implies that Nk should have been
packed before Ni, a contradiction. 7q
Lemma 6.3 If L* R* qb, then Algorithm
Optimal_Packing produces a minimum density chan-
nel.
Proof: We show that in this case the channel den-
sity is equal to Dn IBI / Since the nets in Me
FIGURE 4
Nk
Illustration of the proof of Lemma 6.2.
are not split in the algorithm, at most two nets in
Me intersect a column. Hence the density of the chan-
nel is -< IBI / 2. Thus ifd 2, then the lemma
holds. If di 0, then t, b -< 1 for any net (t, b)
Me. Since Algorithm Alternate_Packing assigns
both terminals of any net of the form (1, 1) to the
same column, no net in Me intersects any column of
the channel. Hence the density of the channel is IBI.
In the remaining case we have d 1. Since the
nets in M, precede the nets in S SM precede the
nets in M, two nets Ni M, and Ni M cross
each other only when all negative nets in S have been
exhausted. This implies that tu, > bu, + bs
buvs bN_. However, becaused 1, we have
>-mMe tM + bM;, i.e., tM, <--l- bM
bu-M;, which is a contradiction. Hence the density
of the channel is IBI + 1. This completes the proof
of the lemma. 7-1
Lemma 6.4 If Me 4, then Algorithm Optimal_
Packing produces a minimum density channel.
Proof: If no net in L* crosses any net in R*, then
the density of the channel is equal to max{ILl, IRI},
which is clearly optimal. Otherwise, due to the fact
that the nets in L* LI R* are decomposed into one-
sided nets, there must exist columns c and c2, c -<
c2, such that
All terminals of the nets in Mr t.J B are on either
the leftmost c 1 columns or the rightmost
c2 columns of the channel;
All terminals of the nets in L* on one side of
the channel (say, the bottom of the channel) are
on the leftmost c 1 columns of the channel;
All terminals of the nets in R* on the other side
of the channel (i.e., the top of the channel) are
on the rightmost c2 columns of the channel;
No terminal of the nets in R* is on the leftmost
c 1 columns of the channel; and
No terminal of the nets in L* is on the,rightmost
c2 columns of the channel.
Hence the maximal local density of the leftmost c
1 columns of the channel is ILl and the maximal
local density of the rightmost c2 columns of the
channel is IRI. Let L’ {Ni,, Ni2, Ni.} and R’
{N,, N:, No} be the set of nets (from left to
right in that order) obtained from L* and R*, re-
spectively, by excluding their terminals on the left-
most cx 1 and rightmost c2 columns of the
channel, then Nik (tik, 0) for 1 -< k -< u and N.
(0, b) for 1 -< k -< v. Since the nets in L*, R* are
sorted into increasing, decreasing order of dispari-CHANNEL DENSITY MINIMIZATION 179
ties, respectively, we have t/ _< ti
bi -> _> bio and
f_. tik bjk c c -Jr- 1.
k=l k=l
If u -> v, then for cl -< c -< c2, let
X rain h" t->c- c + 1
k=l
and
Yc rain h" bj>-c cl + 1
k=l
thendc<-(u Xc + 1) + Yc (u + 1) (x.-
Yc). (See Figure 5 for illustration.) According to
Lemma 3.2, we have
h
k=l k=l
for 1 -< h -< v, implying x <- Yc. Hence dc <- u + 1.
Similarly, we can show that dc -< v + 1 if u -< v.
Therefore, in either case we have dc <- max{u + 1,
v + 1}. We claim that dc <- Dn for Cl -< c -< c2. It
suffices to show that u < Dn and v < Dn. Assume,
to the contrary, that u Dn, then ILl Dn because
u -< L[. This implies that there exists a net in R*
crosses every net in L, and hence b[, > to, and Sc
b. But this is impossible according to Procedure
Distribute_Nets. Hence u < Dn. Similarly, we can
show that v < Dn. Therefore, the density of the
channel is _< D. [--q
Theorem 6.5 Given a density minimization problem
instance II, Algorithm Optimal_Packing produces a
minimum density channel.
Proof: Let columns x, y, be, respectively, the right-
most, leftmost column with a terminal of a net in L*,
el c2
FIGURE 5 Illustration of the proof of Lemma 6.4.
R* on it. To show that the channel has minimum
density, we consider the following two cases:
Case l’x < y.
In this case, there is no terminal of nets in R*
on the leftmost x columns of the channel. Since
the rightmost net in L* intersects all of the left-
most x columns of the channel, none of these
columns is intersected by two nets in Mp by
Lemma 6.2. Therefore, the maximal local den-
sity at the leftmost x columns of the channel is
-< LI + 1, with equality holds only if a net in
Me crosses the leftmost net in L*. This can hap-
pen only when Dn > ILl. Hence the maximal
local density at the leftmost x columns of the
channel is <- Drl. Similarly, the maximal local
density at the rightmost y + 1 columns of
the channel is at most Dn. We proceed to show
that the maximal load density at the middle y
x 1 columns of the channel (from column
x + 1 to column y 1) is -< Dn. Note that no
net in L* t.J R* intersects any of these columns.
As in the proof of Lemma 6.3, only the case
where d 1 is of interest (for the maximal
local density at these columns of the channel is
equal to [B[ + d in the remaining cases). It
suffices to consider the case whereD [B[ +
1. Without loss of generality assume
then S.L’.M[,.SM.M?.R’.S and bs,, O.
If a net N M/, crosses a net N M?, then
we have tL’US,.UM[, > bL’US,.UMf,US. If L*
then SL t.J L’ &, otherwise since IL*I 1 we
have ts,. bL:. tL:,. In either case tL’oS,.
bz’us,.. We can also show that bs,uR’
Therefore
tM[, > bL’USLVMUSM tL’uSL
bM{,JSM- (tL’us,.- bL’USL)
bMOSM"
On the other hand, since >- mL*M,,R*, we have
tM;, <--l- bL’ bM mR,:,
bS,.VM;;,VSM + (bs.n’- m,)
bSLUMUSM
bMUSM,
which is a contradiction. Hence no two nets in
Mp cross each other. Therefore, the maximal
local density at the middle y x 1 columns180 YANG CAI, D.E WONG, and JASON CONG
of the channel is also <- Dn. We conclude that
in this case the density of the channel is Dn.
Case 2:x>-y.
In this case, the part of the channel from column
y to column x must of the form as shown in
Figure 5. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3,
we can show that the maximal local density at
these columns of the channel is at Dn. According
to the analyses in Case 1, the maximal local
density at the leftmost y 1 columns and the
rightmost x columns of the channel is at
most Dn. Hence the density of the channel is
Dn.
We conclude that the density of the channel is Dn,
which is optimal according to Theorem 3.1.
Since both L* and R* can be sorted in linear time
by bucket sort [1], the running time of the algorithm
is easily seen to be linear, as stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.6 The running time of Algorithm
Optimal_Packing is O(l), where is the length of the
channel.
We note that if
> 2 (ti + bi)>- max{t/, bi},
i=1 i=1
then finding an optimal assignment becomes quite
easy. In this case, we can partition the channel into
segments of length max{t/, bi}, and assign only ter-
minals of Ni to its corresponding segment. In the
remaining cases we have
7 NP-HARDNESS RESULTS
In this section, we show that the problem of per-
muting the terminals of a channel so that it can be
routed in minimum wire length is NP-hard in the
strong sense by proving the following decision ver-
sion of the problem is NP-complete in the strong
sense.
Wire_Length_Minimization (WLM)
INSTANCE: A set of nets N {N1, N2, Nn}
to be routed with
tg= b=l,
k=l k=l
and a positive integer W.
QUESTION: Is there a permutation of the terminals
such that the channel can be routed in total wire
length <- W?
Theorem 7.1 The WLMproblem & NP-complete in
the strong sense even for channels with no exits.
We prove Theorem 7.1 by a polynomial time trans-
formation from the following 3-Partition problem,
which is known to be NP-complete in the strong sense
[10]. (I + stands for the set of positive integers.)
3-Partition
INSTANCE: A finite setA of 3m elements, a bound
b I +, and a "size" s(a) I + for each a A, such
that each s(a) satisfies b/4 < s(a) < b/2 and such
that
’
s(a) mb.
aA
QUESTION: Can A be partitioned into rn disjoint
sets A1, A:,... Am such that, for 1 -< -< m, _
s(a) b?
aA
Given an instance of the 3-Partition problem, we
construct an instance of the WLM problem with
2rob + 5m, W 8rob + 15m and n 5m nets such
that
Nk (b + 1,1) for 1 <_ k<_ 2m
Nk (1, 2s(a_2m) --
1) for2m + l<-k<-5m.
The first 2m nets are called top nets, the last 3m nets
are called bottom nets. Each bottom net correspond-
ing to an element of A. It is easy to check that
l= tk bk 2rob + 5m.
k=l k=l
We claim that the given 3-Partition instance has a
solution if and only if the answer to the correspond-
ing WLM instance is yes.
Lemma 7.2 If the given 3-Partition instance has a
solution, then the corresponding WLM instance also
has a solution.
Proof: Let A, A2, Am be a solution to the
given 3-Partition instance such that A {a/i, ai2,
ai3} for 1 -< -< m. Then s(ai) / s(ai) + s(ai) b
for 1 -< -< m. We construct a solution for theWLMCHANNEL DENSITY MINIMIZATION 181
b+2
1 2b+5 (a)
FIGURE 6 Illustration of the proof of Lemma 7.2.
instance as follows. Partition the channel into rn sub-
channels each of length 2b + 5, and assign two top
nets and three bottom nets N, N, N to the ith
subchannel and route it as shown in Figure 6. Let
Wh, Wo be, respectively, the total horizontal, vertical
wire lengths in the routing of the ith subchannel, then
(b)
FIGURE 7 Matched bottom nets. (a) A left-matched bottom
net; (b) A right-matched bottom net.
Whi 2b + (2s(ail) + 2s(ai2) + 2s(ai3))
Then we have
4b, and
10 + 2(b + 1) + (2s(ai)
Wh>-2mb + 2s(a) 4mb,
aA
+ 2s(ai2) + 2s(ai3) + 3)
=4b+ 15.
where equality holds if and only if for each net N
N, all terminals of Nk are assigned to max{tk, b}
consecutive columns. We also have
Hence the total length in the routing of the ith sub-
channel is W Whi 31" Woi 8b .-Ji- 15, and the total
wire length in the routing of whole channel is
m
Wi 8mb + 15m W.
i=1
Hence the terminal permutation so determined is a
solution to the WLM instance. E]
Wo 2m(b + 1) + 5mw + , (2s(a) + 1)
aA
4mb + 5m(w + 1).
Since
l= tk bk 2mb + 5m,
k=l k=l
A netN N of a channel is said to be proper if
all terminals of Nk are assigned to max{tk, bk} con-
secutive columns. A bottom netN is said to be left-
matched (right-matched, respectively) if its top ter-
minal is assigned to the leftmost (rightmost, respec-
tively) column having a terminal of Nk on it. (See
Figure 7 for illustration.) To prove the converse of
Lemma 7.2, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.3 For any terminal permutation of the
WLM instance as constructed above, the resulting
channel has to be routed in wire length >- W, and
equality holds only if all nets are proper.
Proof: Let Wh, Wo be, respectively, the total hor-
izontal, vertical wire lengths in a routed channel re-
sulted from a terminal permutation of the WLM in-
stance, and let w be the width of this routed channel.
and there exists a net Nk N with tk bk, we must
have w -> 2. Therefore, the total wire length in this
routed channel is at least Wh + Wv >- 8mb + 15m,
where equality holds if and only if Wh 4mb and
w 2. Since this holds for any routed channel re-
suited from any terminal permutation, the lemma
follows.
Lernlna 7.4 If the WLM instance as constructed
above has a solution, then the given instance of the
3-Partition instance also has a solution.
Proof: Suppose the WLM instance has a solution.
According to Lemma 7.3, all nets in N are proper.
Therefore, for any two bottom nets Ni and N, 2m
+ 1 <- i, j <- 5m, all the terminals of one of them
are assigned to the left of all the terminals of the
other in the solution. Hence we can talk about a182 YANG CAI, D.F. WONG, and JASON CONG
bottom net which is to the left (right) of another
bottom net. It can be seen that the following con-
ditions must hold in any solution to the WLM in-
stance.
1. The leftmost bottom net is left-matched;
2. The rightmost bottom net is right-matched;
3. Each right-matched bottom net is followed im-
mediately by a left-matched bottom net;
4. No left-matched bottom net is immediately fol-
lowed by a right-matched bottom net.
The last statement is a consequence of the constraint
b/4 < s(a) < b/2 on the sizes of elements of A.
Therefore, the channel can be partitioned into seg-
ments, each starts with a left-matched bottom net
and ends with the first right-matched bottom net after
it (see Figure 8). Let N,, N, N, be the set
of bottom nets in a segment of the channel from left
to right in that order. Since for 1 -< -< r, b, 2s(a)
+ lforsomeaA, wehavebkl<b + l<bk, +
b. For 1 -< -< r, let
Z bk,
then we havesi<i(b + 1) <si+lforl<-i<r
1 and Sr (r 1)(b + 1). This is because if s+ <
j(b + 1) for some j, 1 -< j < r 1, then either the
bottom net Nk or a top net is not proper, contra-
dicting Lemma 7.3. Hence the number of top nets
in a segment of the channel is exactly one fewer than
the number of bottom nets in the same segment.
Because there arem more bottom nets than top nets,
the number of segments in the channel must be ex-
actly m. Furthermore, according to the statement 4
above, the number of bottom nets in a segment is at
least three. Since there are 3m bottom nets in total,
each segment contains exactly three bottom nets. Let
x, y, z be the elements of A corresponding to the
bottom nets in a segment of the channel, then
(2s(x) + 1) + (2s(y) + 1) + (2s(z) + 1) + 2
=2(b + 1) +3,
FIGURE 8 A segment of a channel.
i.e., s(x) + s(y) + s(z) b. Hence A1, A2,
Am is a solution to the 3-Partition instance, where Ag
contains the elements ofA corresponding to the bot-
tom nets in the ith leftmost segment of the channel,
l<_i<_m.
Theorem 7.1 now follows from Lemmas 7.2 and
7.4 and the observation that the transformation can
be carried out in polynomial time. From the. defini-
tion of NP-hardness, we also have
Corollary 7.5 The problem of computing a terminal
permutation so that the resulting channel can be
routed in minimum wire length is NP-hard in the
strong sense even for channels without exits.
Define the wire span of a channel routing solution
to be the total length of the horizontal wires. We can
show that the problem of computing a terminal per-
mutation so that the resulting channel can be routed
in minimum wire span is also NP-hard in the strong
sense by showing the decision version of it is NP-
complete in the strong sense. The proof is identical
to that of Theorem 7.1 except that W replaced by
Wh 4mb. Hence we have
Corollary 7.6 Theproblem offinding a terminalper-
mutation so that the resulting channel can be routed
in minimum wire span is NP-hard in the strong sense
even for channels without exits.
8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We present in this paper an optimal linear time al-
gorithm for computing a permutation of the termi-
nals of a channel so that the resulting channel has
minimum density. The previously known best result
for this problem is a near optimal algorithm that runs
in superlinear time. Hence our algorithm improves
both the efficiency and optimality of the previously
known algorithm. We also show that the problem of
computing a terminal permutation so that the re-
sulting channel can be routed in minimum wire
length is NP-hard in the strong sense.
We believe that our algorithm can be modified to
generate a channel that can be routed in minimum
width as well. Several related problems are currently
under investigation. These include the case where
one or both ends of the channel are not aligned; the
case where the sides of the channel are slidable; and
the case where the positions of the terminals on one
side of the channel are Completely fixed. We believe
that some of these problems can also be solved op-
timally in polynomial time.CHANNEL DENSITY MINIMIZATION 183
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